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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report (GWW)
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
We recently ran cross an article entitled Smithsonian Admits to Destruction of Thousands of Giant Human
Skeletons in Early 1900′s on a few different truth-seeking sites and groups on Facebook. We were very
interested to see if the Smithsonian Institute (Smithsonian) had actually admitted to this.
The only problem was that it emerged that WorldNet Daily Report (WND) which published the original article,
was spinning something far and beyond the original truth. This then led to a huge backlash of critics claiming
that there was no Smithsonian conspiracy or cover up and that sites like WorldNet Daily were simply right
wing zealots trying to somehow link that giant skeletons found in archaeological digs in the United States as
a confirmation of biblical truth about ancient races of giants.
Unfortunately critic sites like snopes.com pointed out all the clear mistakes in the WND article but in doing so
they made it seem like the fake article “proved” the Smithsonian did not hide or destroy evidence of giant
skeletons in America.
This is of course, a logical fallacy. Just because the WND article was satire it does not mean the Smithsonian
did not cover-up the skeletons. It just means that they did not sue the imaginary American Institution of
Alternative Archeology (AIAA) for bringing the Smithsonian cover-up to light which the article claimed. Neither
was there any Supreme Court ruling that they have to disclose all their classified documents about the coverup. Just reading about how the Supreme Court ruled alone should throw up red flags. The Supreme Court
ruling against a government-run museum? You don’t actually believe this would ever happen do you?
In any case, the WND article was used to make people think that a legitimate cover-up did not happen. Yet in
this edition of the Global Watch Weekly we can clearly see that the Smithsonian Institute has a history of
suppressing information and coming up with excuses for historical findings that seem to undermine Darwin's
theory of evolution and the origins and development of the human race.
Enjoy.
Rema Marketing Team

SMITHSONIAN AND THE GIANTS
by the imagery of the natural wonder that he
wrote down some notes, including the following:

SEARCHING FOR THE GIANTS
There are many translations and modern-day
explanations for stories told in the Bible. Among
them are account of giants that lived among the
"normal" sized humans. The King James version
of Genesis 6:4 states:
“There were giants in the earth in those days; and also
after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare [children] to them, the
same [became] mighty men which [were] of old, men of
renown.”

We've also all grown up hearing stories about a
variety of tall beings:


Paul Bunyan, the giant lumberjack of
American folklore.



The biblical account of David and the giant
Goliath.



The gods and goddesses of
mythology known as the Titans.



The one-eyed giant Cyclops of Greek and
Roman tales.



Jack, who climbed
encountered a giant.



And, of course, ever since his national
debut in 1928, we've been exposed to
nearly daily images of a very tall, reportedly
friendly green giant who rules over a huge
valley of vegetables.

a

beanstalk

Greek

and

"When Columbus first sought this continent -- when Christ
suffered on the cross -- when Moses led Israel through the
Red Sea -- nay, even when Adam first came from the hand
of his Maker -- then as now, Niagara was roaring here. The
eyes of that species of extinct giants, whose bones fill the
mounds of America, have gazed on Niagara, as ours do
now."

Was Lincoln referring to giant humans or extinct
animals, i.e. dinosaurs?
In the early 1800s, large bones in stone graves
were found in Tennessee with an average size of
the skeletons at 7 feet tall.
In 1833, soldiers reportedly found a 12-foot-tall
male skeleton in California.
An almost 10-foot-tall skeleton was allegedly
excavated in Indiana in 1879.
In 1912, 18 giant skeletons were reported in
Wisconsin burial mounds.
And, in 2011, Pravda.ru -- the Russian political
newspaper -- published an account of a team of
anthropologists who found a burial site in Central
Africa, including 40 graves that contained 200
bodies of 7-foot-tall individuals.

Legends abound of giant humans. The New York
Public Library lists a 1922 book in its archives, "A
Book Of Giants: Tales of Very Tall Men of Myth,
Legend, History, and Science," by Henry
Wysham Lanier.
But are any of these tall tales of giant beings
really true? Is there any accumulated evidence,
especially in the form of preserved bones that
would surely indicate an ancient tribe or, even,
civilization of giants lived on Earth?
Even Abraham Lincoln made a reference to
giants. In 1848, then-Congressman Lincoln
traveled to Niagara Falls and was so impressed
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE

prompting him to file a complaint with the U.S.
Office of Special Counsel at that time.

The Smithsonian Institution, established in 1846
"for the increase and diffusion of knowledge," is a
group of museums and research centers
administered by the Government of the United
States. Founded in 1846, the Smithsonian is the
world's largest museum and research complex,
consisting of 19 museums and galleries, the
National Zoological Park, and nine research
facilities.

Sternberg charges he was
subjected to discrimination on the
basis of perceived religious
beliefs. “I’m spending my time
trying to figure out how to
salvage a scientific career,” Sternberg told David
Klinghoffer, a columnist for the Jewish Forward,
who reported the story in the Wall Street Journal.
Sternberg at the time was managing editor of a
nominally independent journal published at the
museum, Proceedings of the Biological Society of
Washington. His trouble started when he
included in the August 2005 issue a review essay
by Stephen Meyer, who holds a Cambridge
University doctorate in the philosophy of biology.

During the past decade a huge controversy has
emerged accusing the Smithsonian (and a host
of skeptics and archaeologists) of covering up the
discovery of hundreds of giant skeletons from
Native American Indian mounds.

Meyer’s article, “The Origin of Biological
Information
and
the
Higher
Taxonomic
Categories,” cites mainstream biologists and
paleontologists from schools such as the
University of Chicago, Yale, Cambridge and
Oxford who are critical of certain aspects of
Darwinism.

Meyer – a fellow at Seattle’s
Discovery Institute, a leading
advocate of intelligent design
THE SMITHSONIAN BELIEF SYSTEM
– contends supporters of
It is first important to understand that the
Darwin’s theory cannot explain
scientific belief system of the Smithsonian
how so many different animal
Institute is atheistic evolution.
types sprang into existence
during the relatively short period of Earth history
One of the many examples where their thinking is
known as the Cambrian explosion.
borne out was in 2005 when the career of a
prominent
researcher
working
at
the He argues the Darwinian mechanism would
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural require more time for the necessary genetic
History in Washington came into jeopardy after “information” to be generated, and intelligent
he published a peer-reviewed article by a leading design offers a better explanation.
proponent of intelligent design, an alternative to
evolutionary theory dismissed by the science and After the controversy Sternberg eventually left the
education establishment as a tool of religious Smithsonian Institute. In 2007 he became a
research scientist at the intelligent design
conservatives.
Biologic Institute, supported by a research
Richard Sternberg, now an ex-employee of the fellowship from the Discovery Institute's Center
Smithsonian Institute claimed has been kicked for Science and Culture, of which Stephen Meyer
out of his office and shunned by colleagues,
is a co-founder and currently director.
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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UNDENIABLE FINDINGS
Now that we understand the belief system of the
Smithsonian Institute it contextualizes the reason
as to why they have been accused of a cover up.
The next section of this report is
based on the findings of Dr Greg
Little, a psychologist turned
explorer and documentary maker.
His explorations have been
featured
on
The
National
Geographic Channel, The Learning Channel,
MSNBC, Sci-Fi, Discovery, and The History
Channel. He is coauthor of the books Mound
Builders, Ancient South America, and People of
the Web and has over 30 other books in print in
various areas of psychology.
THE TRUTH ABOUT GIANT SKELETONS IN
AMERICAN INDIAN MOUNDS, AND THE
SMITHSONIAN COVER-UP (DR GREG LITTLE)
Jim Vieira is one of the key people who began
uncovering hundreds of newspaper accounts of
giant skeletons after he became intrigued by his
visits to stone chambers found primarily in
northeastern states. To date, Vieira has pulled
together about 1,500 accounts from newspapers
and books published in the 1800s and early
1900s.

However, Colavito didn't cite a single example of
a hoax or a giant skeleton found in America that
turned out to be a mastodon or mammoth.
Colavito also wrote that modern paleopathology
textbooks could explain other reports because
repeated freezing and thawing of buried bones
would expand bones "enough to turn a slightly
average body into a gigantic one." Both of
Colavito's assertions are astonishing claims
In February 2014 Andrew Collins and I began a
detailed investigation into many of the giant
reports as well as the assertions by the skeptics.
They visited a host of mound sites, spoke with
several archaeologists, and ran many of the giant
skeleton reports down to their source.
What we found was intriguing to the extent that
they wrote a book on the topic entitled Path of
Souls: The Native American Death Journey;
Cygnus, Orion, the Milky Way, Giant Skeletons in
Mounds, & the Smithsonian.

The newspaper stories relate that the skeletons
ranged in size from 7 feet to well over 18 feet in
length. Vieira began issuing the reports, one at a
time, every day on a popular Facebook page
called Your Daily Giant. Vieira was subsequently
attacked by skeptical bloggers.
One of the skeptics, Jason Colavito, related that
the giant reports came from misidentified
mastodon/mammoth bones to outright hoaxes.
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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The main title reflects our original intent, which
was to detail new information about the
mysterious symbols found on artifacts excavated
from mounds and what they mean with respect to
Native American beliefs about death. They were
essentially sidetracked by the "giant skeleton"
issue and spent a great deal of time finding
original sources of the stories. This article
focuses only on the skeleton findings.

they go to great lengths to execrate those who
take the topic seriously.
One intriguing set of giant skeleton reports we
found factual was the Chickasawba Mound
(Arkansas) reports of many large skeletons found
at the site.

Unlike the skeptics, we did find some hoaxes in
the reports and detailed a few important ones in
the book. Most notable of these was the "Tampa,
Florida Giants" reported in newspapers in 19221927. It was a very intriguing hoax involving a
land
speculator,
the
Smithsonian,
and
newspapers.
We also found that many other reports seemed to
simply vanish as they were followed. This means
that they were typically second or third hand
stories where someone told someone that
someone told them that some men digging
somewhere found some large skeletons. The trail
of this type of story essentially ended at the initial
publication, which was often in a local history
book
compiled
from
various
residents'
recollections.

We visited the site and met with archaeologists at
the nearby state Archaeology Field Station. An
archaeological publication we found before going
to the site (and one they also handed us as we
arrived at the station - the same report) related
that many skeletons ranging from 8 to 9 feet in
length had been found there. As late as 1976 a 7foot-tall skeleton was found at the site.

We also found that many internet sites and some
books touting the giant skeletons apparently
added sentences and "facts" to the original
source. Many "giant" skeleton pictures reported
on the internet and in some books are not
correctly cited. For example, pictures of a
supposed giant skeleton excavated at Serpent
Mound wasn't excavated at Serpent Mound and
the "giant" was a picture from a normal-sized
skeleton excavated at Chillicothe.
Many other stories were intriguing and had paths
to multiple sources, but they were not sufficient in
terms of what we might call proof. However, the
fact is that a substantial proportion of the old
reports of large or "giant" skeletons were written
factually and are backed up by the archaeological
evidence. At the same time, it became clear that
modern archaeologists and some skeptical
bloggers essentially loathe this fact so much that
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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We then decided to do a careful review of the
Smithsonian's two major reports that detailed
their mound investigations (the 1887 and 1894
Bureau of Ethnology Annual Reports). We used
original publications for our search and went
through them page-by-page.

The first analysis assumed that the skeletons
were measured correctly and it showed that the
statistical probability of finding so many tall
skeletons in the West Virginia mounds was well
beyond chance: the actual results were as close
to zero as it gets statistically.

The 1894 report contained 742-pages detailing
the mound investigations and the 1887 report
had 100 pages. We found that the Smithsonian's
field agents found 17 skeletons in mounds that
were close to 7 feet or taller. The largest they
reported was just under 8-feet in length. The
main concentration of these was in West
Virginia's Kanawha Valley, which I then visited
along with Brent and Joan Raynes.

The second analysis assumed that all of the
skeletons were measured incorrectly because of
"spreading," which can occur to skeletons as
falling stone and ground cause pressure to push
apart skeletons. This analysis essentially reduced
the height of all the skeletons by about 7.5%.

I performed two statistical analyses on the "giant"
skeletons found in West Virginia to determine the
probability that the large skeletons excavated
there could simply be due to chance.

The resulting statistical analysis also showed that
the probability of finding so many tall skeletons in
West Virginia mounds were far below what might
be found by chance (p > .01). I also found that
American archaeologists have actually termed
skeletons about 5 feet 10 inches tall in Moche
pyramids as "giants." This is important because
the skeptics have derided others for calling
skeletal remains 7 to 8 feet tall "giants."
In essence, for the Smithsonian to have found 17
skeletons that were 7 feet tall by chance alone,
they would have had to excavate 2.5 million
skeletons. (That statistic utilizes modern height
statistics, not the smaller heights known to have
existed in ancient Native American populations.)
In sum, there is a genuine mystery here. The
height of many of the individuals entombed in
ancient American mounds was far taller than the
general populace - far beyond what could be
explained by simple chance.
Skeptics have related that the disorder gigantism
probably was the cause of many reports, but they
actually cite no evidence for this assertion. It is a
weak attempt to explain away and dismiss the
issue. Gigantism is exceedingly rare, so rare that
there is no actual incidence statistic for it.
America has less than 100 cases of gigantism
recoded in its history. In fact, the overwhelmingly
vast majority of tall people today, those reaching
or approaching 7 feet, do not have the disorder of
gigantism. The actual percentage of modern
humans who reach 7 feet in height is 0.000007%.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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In the ancient world of America's Mound Builders,
the percentage of the population that reached 7
feet in height would have been even lower.
Returning to another skeptics claim, that freezing
and thawing makes skeletons so big they might
look like a giant, it was found to be completely
wrong and baseless.
Modern paleopathology texts and sources relate
that buried bones that freeze can shatter and
most buried bones actually lose mass - they get
smaller. In addition, not one report has surfaced
where a mastodon/mammoth bone was found in
an American mound and said to be human. In an
1884 issue of Science, Cyrus Thomas of the
Smithsonian's Mound Survey detailed the
excavation and recovery of a 7.5-foot-tall
skeleton found in the Kanawha Valley

Because it became apparent that some of the
skeptics
seemed
to
present
sweeping
generalizations that were not based on fact, a
closer examination of their claims was made. For
example, Colavito claimed that all the alternative
historians learned about the amazing site of
Göbekli Tepe in Turkey after the Smithsonian
published a 2008 article about it. Oddly, he had
reviewed Andrew Collins book, The Cygnus
Mystery (2006) a year before and he mentioned
the dvd with the same title.
The Cygnus Mystery book and dvd both begin
with Collins relating his 2004 trip to Göbekli Tepe
and the articles he issued after his 2004 visit. It
was that 2006 book and the dvd (with over 1
million views) that made alternative researchers
aware of the site in Turkey. Even Graham
Hancock credits Collins with this.
Still another skeptical blog is run by a graduate
student at the University of Victoria named Edwin
Hodge (the site is called the Skeptical Cube
Farm). In 2011 Hodge wrote that Andrew Collins
had never been to Göbekli Tepe nor spoken with
the archaeologists working there. It is simply a
completely false assertion made to deride
Collins.

A host of other newspaper articles we found to
be accurate summaries of archaeological field
reports of large skeletons. Thus, the skeptics'
outright dismissal of all of the old giant skeleton
reports is simply false. I see the denial of all such
reports as stemming from deep-seated
psychological processes.
There are also a host of Native American legends
that were reported to ethnologists detailing a race
of giants who invaded the regions where mounds
are found. These giants became the leaders and
priests of the tribes. Over time these ruling
people, chosen through heredity, became
corrupted and the masses rose against them and
exterminated them. It is a rather intriguing aspect
to this topic.

There are deep psychological issues at work in
all of this, but I suspect that the skeptics are not
seeking the truth. In short, it seems they don't
and won't care about the truth. In essence, what
is shown in the book is that there were a lot of
skeletons found that reached nearly 8 feet in
height, but there was nothing found that clearly
showed any skeletons over that height. It's
possible of course, but the evidence is lacking.
Nevertheless, there were a lot of really tall people
in the Mound Builder populations and these
people were important enough to be buried in
major tombs. They were the elite who had
knowledge of something so important that the
general populace would go to great lengths in the
construction
of
mounds
and
geometric
earthworks. This knowledge concerned the death
journey - the real topic in which we were primarily
focused.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Two more details bears mentioning here. Few
people know how extensive and well built the
stone chambers were that served as tombs
inside the earthen mounds. They were incredibly
well constructed and seem to have been made
under both large and small mounds.
We obtained quite a few photos of these (after
the earthen mound material was removed) and
even I, after visiting literally thousands of
American mounds, find it hard to believe I wasn't
aware of how many of these stone chambers
existed.
The second issue concerns the Smithsonian and
the alleged conspiracy. As detailed in the book, I
don't see the Smithsonian as being in a
conspiracy in the true definition of the word. I see
it as a sort of stupidity in the sense that they have
ignored an aspect of their own findings that the
public sees as intriguing.
Instead of engaging the public, they alienate it. I
also see that American archaeology resents all
outsiders, resists all beliefs that go against their

beliefs, and they utilize skeptics as a sort of
police force to silence critics and others. From a
psychological standpoint, they are doing battle
with their own shadow. It is a battle that can't be
won.
THE REASON FOR CONCEALMENT:
PROTECTING THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION
The account from Dr Little is interesting because
it is the account of a researcher who went in
without any pre-bias to address the question as
to whether these reports of giants are hoaxes
and whether Smithsonian are completely non
guilty of its handling of the saga.
Most of us are familiar with the last scene in the
popular Indiana Jones archeological adventure
film Raiders of the Lost Ark in which
an
important historical artefact, the Ark of the
Covenant from the Temple in Jerusalem, is
locked in a crate and put in a giant
warehouse, never to
be seen again, thus
ensuring that no history books will have to be
rewritten and no history professor will have to
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revise the lecture that he has been giving for
the last forty years.
While the film was fiction, the scene in which an
important ancient relic is buried in a warehouse
is uncomfortably close to reality for
many
researchers. To
those
who
investigate
allegations of archaeological cover-ups, there
are disturbing indications that the most important
archaeological institute in the United States, the
Smithsonian Institute, an independent federal
agency, has been actively suppressing some
of the
most
interesting
and
important
archaeological discoveries made in the Americas.

diffusion
of
knowledge
among
men.”
Unfortunately, there is evidence the Smithsonian
has been more active in the suppression of
knowledge… than the diffusion of it for the last
hundred years.

The cover-up and alleged suppression of
archaeological evidence began in late 1881 when
John Wesley Powell, the geologist famous for
exploring the Grand Canyon, appointed Cyrus
Thomas as the director of the Eastern Mound
Division of the Smithsonian Institution’s Bureau of
Ethnology.

The Vatican has been long accused of keeping
artefacts and ancient books in their vast
cellars, without allowing the outside world
access to them. These secret treasures, often
of a controversial historical or religious nature,
are allegedly suppressed by the Catholic
Church because they might damage the church's When Thomas came to the Bureau of Ethnology
credibility, or perhaps cast their official texts in a he was a,
new light. Sadly,
there
is
overwhelming
“pronounced believer in the existence of a race of Mound
evidence that something very similar is Builders, distinct from the American Indians.”
happening with the Smithsonian Institution.
However, John Wesley Powell, the director of the
It is important to add here that a very important Bureau of Ethnology, a very sympathetic man
part of Biblical history is that there were races of toward the American Indians, had lived with the
giants that existed thousands of years ago. peaceful Winnebago Indians of Wisconsin for
These races of giants first began emerging many years as a youth and felt that American
during the antediluvian era and continued Indians were unfairly thought of as primitive and
throughout the old testament era.
savage.
However races of giants is not something that fits
well into the evolutionary framework and so when
remains of giants are found they are normally
excused as being very minor aberrations in the
human gene pool with no linkages between
remains that are found across different
continents.
This is why the giant question has been a thorn in
the flesh for the Smithsonian Institute.
WHEN DID THE CONTROVERSY BEGIN?
The Smithsonian Institution was started in 1829
when an eccentric British millionaire, by the name
of James Smithson, died and left $515,169 to
create an institution “for the increase and

The Smithsonian began to promote the idea that
Native Americans, at that time being
exterminated in the Indian wars, were descended
from advanced civilizations and were worthy of
respect and protection.
They also began a program of suppressing any
archaeological evidence that lent credence to the
school of thought known as Diffusionism, a
school which believes that throughout history
there has been widespread dispersion of culture
and civilization via contact by ship and major
trade routes.
The Smithsonian opted for the opposite school,
known as Isolationism.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Isolationism holds that most civilizations are
isolated from each other and that there has been
very little contact between them, especially those
that are separated by bodies of water. In this
intellectual war that started in the 1880s, it was
held that even contact between the civilizations of
the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys was rare, and
certainly these civilizations did not have any
contact with such advanced cultures as the
Mayas, Toltecs, or Aztecs in Mexico and Central
America.

.

By Old World standards this is an extreme, and
even ridiculous idea, considering that the river
system reached to the Gulf of Mexico and these
civilizations were as close as the opposite shore
of the gulf. It was like saying that cultures in the
Black Sea area could not have had contact with
the Mediterranean.
When the contents of many ancient mounds and
pyramids of the Midwest were examined it was
shown that the history of the Mississippi River
Valleys was that of an ancient and sophisticated
culture that had been in contact with Europe and
other areas. Not only that, the contents of many
mounds revealed burials of huge men,
sometimes seven or eight feet tall, in full armor
with swords and sometimes huge treasures.
This finding would completely turn the
Smithsonian historical account of the origins of
America completely head on its head.
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
In Richard Dewhurst’s
great book The Ancient
Giants
Who
Ruled
America:
The
Missing
Skeletons and the Great
Smithsonian Cover-Up, we
are shown newspaper
article after newspaper
article, from the mid 1800’s
to early 1900’s, that are
about giant skeletons found in mounds and caves
all over the country.
So, how is it this is not common knowledge?
Well, to put it simply– The Smithsonian!
In many of the articles found in the book, the
museum comes and takes the unearthed
skeletons and relics for further studying, only to
never be seen again. The Smithsonian is not the
only governmental type organization to cover-up
these finds. In some cases, the state got involved
as well. But the result remained the same– the
skeletons and relics were never seen again.
This leads to a few very puzzling questions, the
two biggest being:


Why are these skeletons not displayed in
museums?



Why are the Smithsonian and the
government covering this up, while still
pushing the status quo?

Number one could be answered by looking at
number two–they are not shown because they
are being covered-up. Plain and simple…
The second question is much more difficult. This
is only my current belief as to why they would
want to cover this up (which may change in the
future as more information is reveled). We
believe the most in our face reason behind
covering this up is to protect the theory of
evolution. The theory of evolution has been used
to push manifest destiny; which effectively states
that it we (Americans) are destined to conquer

and settle the Native American Indian’s land
because of the principle of survival of the fittest.
Simply put, it’s an idea that we are more
advanced than you so we can basically do what
we want and take what we want. Sadly, not much
as changed today.
These skeletons throw the theory of evolution on
its head– the idea of giant humans roaming the
earth over 10,000 years ago is not something
explained by how we are taught we humans
evolved. Especially if DNA tests shows they are
our distant ancestors, which would show we
actually devolved. However, unlike evolution,
giant skeletons would add evidence to the many
old stories that are often dismissed today as
simple myths. For instance:
The Old Testament in the Bible states many examples of
giants, from the Elohim who were said to have laid with “the
daughters of man” to figures like Goliath.
Tthe Ancient Sumerian creation story about a humanoid
extra terrestrial race called the Annunaki, that created man
by genetically engineering their DNA with early earth
humans. However, I did not go into great depth. The
Sumerians claimed the Annunaki first created a species
that was much bigger and smarter than our current race.
The “myths” of ancient Europe are filled with giants, some
of which are Cyclops or half man and have gods.
The Indians of the southwestern United States have stories
of their ancestors fighting red-haired blue-eyed giant
cannibals called the Si-Te-Cah.

So, you have to ask yourself, is it possible these
ancient stories are not just myth? Could it be that
there was a very big civilization of giants that
spread around the world? If so, are these people
the builders of the pyramids and the massive
cities.
The answer to every question is yes. We believe
the evidence is too over whelming to be denied.
But one thing is for sure, we are being kept from
the truth about our true history.
For a much more detailed insight into the whole
debate about the Smithsonian Institute, the
origins of giant races in different continents and a
biblical perspective, see
http://www.edentonoah.com
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